
ESSAY TOPICS 

Christian Loew 

 

Instructions. Your essay has to be on ONE of the following three topics. It has to be between 
2000-3000 words long (you will need to write concisely). 

   

TOPIC 1. Late Preemption 

Defend one of the responses to late preemption cases that Hall & Paul mention in their 
article “Causation and Preemption.” What challenges does this response face? What is the 
best way of dealing with these challenges? 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• A precise explanation of what late preemption is and why it is such a difficult 
problem for theories of causation; 

• Why you think the response you favor is promising; 
• A statement of the main problems for the response; 
• What you take to be the best available response to these problems. 

Additional Literature: 

• You don’t have to use any literature apart from the articles we have read in class. 
However, you are free to use other articles as well. 

  

TOPIC 2. Backward Causation 

Discuss whether it is possible for agents to intentionally cause past outcomes. What would 
be the main problems with this kind of backward causation? Could we ever have reasons to 
endorse it? Your discussion should engage with Dummett’s “Bringing about the past” and at 
least one other article. 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• Explain what it means for an agent to intentionally cause a past outcome; 
• Discus what Dummett and other have thought problematic about such scenarios; 
• What do these alleged problems show? For example, is this kind of backward 

causation completely impossible? Is it possible, but it is so odd that we would not 
take it seriously as a hypothesis? Or, is it entirely unproblematic? 

Here are some suggestions for additional literature: 



Garrett, Brian. (2017) “Agents, knowledge and backwards causation,” Analysis 77: 37–43. 
Garrett, Brian (2016) “Dummett on Bringing About the Past,” Philosophia 44: 113-115. 
Ben-Yami, Hanoch (2007) “The Impossibility of Backwards Causation,” The Philosophical 

Quarterly 57: 439–455. 
Roache, Rebecca (2015) “What is it Like to Affect the Past?,” Topoi 34: 195-199. 

  

TOPIC 3. Manipulability Theories 

The main challenge for manipulability theories of causation is to spell out what exactly an 
“intervention” or “manipulation” is. An adequate manipulability account (i) should be 
extensionally adequate, that is, it should count all and only causal relations as causal; and (ii) 
it should be informative, that is, it should tell us something illuminating about what 
causation is. Discuss to what extent Woodward’s account meets these challenges. 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• It should explain Woodward’s account of causation and, in particular, give a precise 
account of what interventions are according to Woodward; 

• It should flesh out the two challenges briefly mentioned above: Why might someone 
think that manipulability theories do not apply to all causal relations? Why might 
someone think that the theory is uninformative? 

• It should provide an assessment of how Woodward’s account fares with regard to 
these charges. Is the theory adequate? What interesting questions about causation 
does it answer? What questions, if any, does it leave unanswered? 

Additional Literature: 

• You don’t have to use any literature apart from the articles we have read in class. 
However, you are free to use other articles as well. 

 


